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FEEDBACK REQUIRED ON ITEM 3 ONLY.1) Numbered Files -- still no final word, but these could arrive 

tomorrow or Thursday; our SCIF shelves are ready to recieve them and our hope is that the NARA movers will 

bring the 5 or 6 pallets (holding 50-60 boxes apiece) all the way up to our offices, though there is some 

possibility they'll drop them off on our building's loading dock and scram.2) Disks/Updating data base -- Chet 

has begun this task; Val is now doing the bulk of it and it should be done by the end of the week; some of the 

disks require Chet's personal attention and so while Val may finish the vast bulk of them today, completion 

must wait upon Chet's return at the end of the week; also, some of the back-up disks obtained from NARA are 

bad -- once we know how many fall into this category, NARA will have to give us the originals or make new 

back-ups for us to copy from. Matt is gone for a week starting tomorrow, and Kris is gone all next week, so 

closure on this task may continue to elude us.3) Loran Hall Immunized Executive Session Testimony -- it is 

presently unclear if Loran Hall testimony was referred to the FBI (it seems not to have been, though there is at 

least one clue suggesting that it was) but, assuming it wasn't, there are some FBI (and Military Intelligence) 

references which I have tabbed and which it would be helpful if you could review, re: deciding whether or not 

they constitute equities which the FBI or DOD will have to review before the Board can act on it.4) Final 

determination forms for HSCA payroll records processed by Board at October meeting -- the final 

determination forms have been attached to the 178 payroll records; they're in their boxes and ready to be 

returned to NARA, or kept on our shelves indefinitely, as folks see fit. My current understanding is that I am to 

do nothing addtional with this material pending resolution with Steve Tilley.
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